
Face Mask Tutorial 

 

Supplies: 

• Mask -- 100% Cotton Fabric – 8 X 14” 

• 2 Side Strips – 100% Cotton Fabric – 2.5 X 7” 

• Lightweight Fusible Interfacing – 7 X 8” 

• 2 Elastic Hairbands Approximately 5-6” each (or 

¼” elastic) 

• 20 Gage Florist Wire – approximately 9” (available in craft or department 

stores – look in the floral arranging sections – I purchased mine in packs of 30 

with an 18” length for less than $1 per pack) 

 

Tools: Cutting Mat, Rotary Cutter, Cutting Ruler, scissors, fabric marking pen or 

chalk marker, Needle nose Pliers with a wire cutter, Steam Iron, Thread, Sewing 

Machine 

Please Note: I have adapted this pattern and process from many others that I’ve 

viewed online. I’ve made changes which I feel make this mask more durable, more 

functional and more comfortable. I offer this pattern to you as one way which can be 

used. Feel free to share and adapt this pattern as it fits your need and the needs of 

those who will be using your masks. 

Care of the Mask: The Masks are completely machine washable and dryable. I have 

a steam cycle on my washing machine which I use when laundering the masks. After 

removing from the dryer, straighten the wire as best you can and straighten the 

pleats by holding each side of the mask and tugging. Flatten with the palm of your 

hand or a steam iron.  

1. With fabric right 
sides together, fold 
in half and press. 
You now have a 
rectangle that 
measures 
approximately 8 X 
7”. 

 

2. Lay the fusible 
interfacing on one 
side of your folded 
fabric and press 
until adhesive is 
adhered. 

 



3.  Stitch a ¼” seam 
along the raw edges 
of the fabric. 

 
You have now created a “tube”. 
Turn fabric right side out and 

press the seam first and then the 
entire piece. Pressing is crucial 

and will make it easier to 
complete each subsequent step of 

assembling the mask. 
 

The stitched seam will become 
the bottom of the mask (the part 
under the chin). The folded edge 

becomes the top of the mask 
(that goes over the nose). 

 

 

4. On a flat surface, 
using your fabric 
marking pen and 
your fabric ruler, 
mark a line that is 
1.5” from the sewn 
seam (bottom of the 
mask) and another 
line that is 1” above 
the first line. So, you 
have lines at 1.5 and 
2.5” from the bottom 
of the mask. 

 
I highly recommend the Frixion 
Marking Pen by Pilot which has 
an ink that disappears when you 

apply heat.  
 

 

5. Grasp the first line 
(1.5”) on both sides 
and fold with your 
thumb and index 
fingers and bring 
the first line to the 
second line (2.5”). 
Finger press and 
then steam press 
with your iron. 
Pressing well 
eliminates the need 
to use pins while 
sewing and is a 
tremendous time 
saver. You have now 
created a pleat that 
is ½” deep. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note that the drawn lines have completely 

disappeared once the item has been pressed! 

 



6. Again, working on a 
flat surface, draw a 
line that is ½” above 
your pressed fold 
and another line 
that is 1” above the 
first line. So, you 
have your fold at 
approximately 1.5” 
from the bottom 
seam of the mask, a 
drawn line at 2” and 
another line at 3”. 

7. Using the same 
method as before, 
grasp the bottom 
line on both sides, 
fold on the line and 
bring the bottom 
line to the top line. 
Press the folds. You 
now have 2 pleats 
that are ½” deep – 
one at 
approximately 1.5” 
from the bottom of 
the mask and 
another at 2” from 
the bottom. 

 

8. Repeat this step one 
more time, drawing 
a line that is ½” 
above the 2nd pleat 
and another that I 1” 
above that. Fold and 
press as above. You 
should now have 3 
pleats that are ½” 
deep – one at 1.5” 
from the bottom of 
the mask, one at 2” 
and another at 
approximately 2.5”.  
 

Don’t worry if your pleats are a 
little deeper or even slightly 
crooked – it won’t affect the 

function of the mask! 

 

 



9. Prepare the side 
pieces (or binding) 
of the mask (can be 
in a coordinating or 
contrasting fabric) 
by fold and pressing 
¼” on each end of 
the fabric and then 
folding in half 
lengthwise and 
pressing. You will 
now have 2 side 
pieces which 
measure 
approximately 1.25 
X 6.5”. Set aside. 

 
 

 

10. Prepare the wire – 
take a length of wire 
that is 
approximately 9” 
long. Using your 
needle nose pliers, 
bend about ½” and 
flatten the wire and 
then bend another 
½” and flatten all 
three layers of the 
wire.  

 
Make sure that the cut end 
of the wire is shorter than 

the first bend so that it 
won’t poke through the 

fabric or poke into 
someone’s skin. Making 
these bends in the wire 

insures they won’t come 
out of the mask when 

laundering and also makes 
it easier to insert the wire 

into the mask. 
 

 



 
11. Repeat the wire 

bending on the 
opposite end of the 
wire. When you’re 
done, you should 
have a wire that is 
approximately 6 ½” 
long. Your mask is 
8” wide and it’s 
important the wire 
be slightly smaller. 
You need that 
“wiggle room” in the 
wire when you are 
sewing the mask 
together. 

 
12. Working on the 

front of the mask 
(with 1.5” before 
first pleat), sew ¼” 
from the left side of 
the mask, working 
from the bottom to 
the top. 

 
13. Turn the mask so 

that you are now 
working along the 
top (fold) edge and 
sew a GENEROUS 
¼” from the fold. 
This forms a casing 
in which you will 
insert the wire.  
 

14. Insert your wire 
(with the bends in 
both ends) into the 
casing and push the 
wire all the way 
over so that it butts 
up against the side 
stitching on the 
other side of the 
mask. 

 



15. Attach your first 
side piece to the 
BACK of the mask 
on the side where 
you just inserted the 
wire, by using ¼” 
seam allowance. The 
side piece should be 
centered so that 
equal amounts 
extend off the top 
and bottom of the 
mask. 

 

16. Repeat on the other 
end, attaching the 
remaining side piece 
to the BACK of the 
mask. Make sure 
you slide the wire to 
the other edge of the 
mask before 
stitching. (this is 
why you needed the 
wiggle room). You 
do not want to hit 
the bent edge of the 
wire with your 
sewing machine 
needle! OUCH!!! 

 

 

17. Steam press each 
side piece up, folding 
along the stitching. 

 
18. Now, turn the mask 

over so you are once 
again working on 
the FRONT of the 
mask (with 1.5” 
before the first 
pleat). Bring the 
folded edge of the 
side piece up and 
over to the front and 
stitch a narrow 
seam, attaching 
both folded edges 
together. Do this on 
both Side pieces. 

 
 

 



19. You have now 
basically put a 
binding strip on 
each edge of the 
mask. You will end 
up with a mask that 
looks something like 
this! You’re almost 
done! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

20. If using hairbands, 
cut them at the place 
where they are 
joined together 
and/or cut off the 
metal crimping tube. 

 
21. Insert the end of the 

hairband or elastic 
into the end of one of 
the side pieces and 
stitch it securely into 
place (I generally 
stitch forward and 
back 2 times so there 
are a total of 4 lines 
of stitching to secure 
the elastic. You may 
need to use tweezers 
to open up the end. 
If using ¼” elastic, 
you will need to fold 
it over to insert it 
into the end.  

 



22. Once you’ve done 
this on both edges of 
the mask, repeat the 
process, inserting 
the elastic into the 
other end of the 
binding piece, and 
sewing to create a 
loop.  

 
For most adult sized masks, the 

exposed elastic should be 
approximately 3”. If you are 

sizing a mask specifically to a 
certain individual, you can 

adjust it larger or smaller at this 
point. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

23.  And this is what 
your finished mask 
should look like! 

 
 

You can also make child-sized 
masks by decreasing the 

dimensions to a beginning piece 
of fabric that is 7 X 12” (7 X 6” 
folded) and measure the first 

pleat 1” from the bottom rather 
than 1.5”. Adjust the exposed 

elastic to 2”. 
 
 

Good Luck, 
Everyone and 
Stay Safe!!!!! 

 
 

Tutorial created by Gretchen Barron. To purchase completed masks and other quality hand-made items, visit my Etsy 

store at https://www.etsy.com/shop/gbarron 

 

This mask is intended for Personal Use only and is not medical grade quality, although under certain circumstances, 

some medical facilities may allow their use. I’m offering this pattern as an option for people to create and use for 

personal use only and assume no legal liability for its effectiveness in a medical setting. 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/gbarron?ref=search_shop_redirect

